
Countries wanting to live second life by committing murder. Rouge two countries 
wanting second life using heart harvesting and transplant technology. Usa uk. 

Countries wanting to live one life,  a full life, and die in the age of 90-99, a great life, in a 
functioning society, without committing a murder. Pro one life, and refuse to commit 
murder to receive a rouge unsustainable second life. 188 world countries. 

Definition

Psycho countries, lead by psycho leadership, with only devious, diabolical, blood sucking 
vampire like thinking, with insanity taking over their lives, and who have forgotten the meaning 
of humanity, and have no respect for human beings across the world countries, who could not 
solve a problem, and justified 'committing murder' for living second life. Only worthless psycho 
caucasean white trash of usa uk could conceptualize such rouge ideas. 

Vast population on planet Earth, 188 World countries that want to protect their country, their 
citizens, deliver great leadership and allow their citizens to live in a functioning society, a 
condusive culture, deliver comfortable, sustainable, peaceful, and drug free life, a full life. These 
countries know and understand law, know that committing murder is a crime, and would refuse 
to commit murder to receive the unsustainable rouge second life. They have respect for human 
beings, they respect functioning families, and the condusive environment to lead a comfortable, 
and happy life. 

Ideology

Butchering of animals, resulting in these countries, their citizens, men, women, working in 
butchering jobs in all kinds of animal farms, without sparing any animal, over decades, and 
generations, going in the direction of playful psychotic torture abusive chop-up, cutting up of 
these animals in farms, partially, fractionally, say 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%, 60%, 70%, to 
check if the animal is still suffering and yet alive, partially chopping up organs, cutting off 
organs keeping only the organ heart left, laughing about the torture inflicted death of these 
animals, along with continuous drug abuse, has resulted in usa uk, canada, australia, new 
zealand, their citizens, their brain regions losing distinctions and connections with humanity, 
and respect for life. In the current day, the human being in usa uk, canada, australia, new 
zealand is dead, lifeless, soulless, emotionless, robotic, dead yet alive zombies. With unlimited 
printing of usd, and built up arrogance, and rouge behavior for over 2000 years, ad years, in 
particular forming the rouge old world order in last 250 years, combined with the butchering 
brain that has lost all connections with humanity given the drug abuse, has resulted in them 
losing distinction between these farm animals, and human beings. The butchering was applied 
mutatis mutandis to human beings, with unlimited printing of rouge currency used to pay the 
rouge work of pharmaceutical companies, to create 20,000 counter molecules, anesthetic 
sleep, and full technology to conduct heart transplant. They have lost their minds, in the 
context of connection with human life, comprehending other country functioning societies, 
families, and are today isolated set of rouge countries on planet Earth. 

While non vegetarians exist in all these 188 countries, there was no drug abuse, and the 188 
countries, remained 188 distinct societies, 188 distinct cultures, and have lived lives respecting 
humanity, respecting human life, respecting families, and allowed condusive living conditions 
and environments. Their respect to human life remained intact, resulting in them not 
conceptualizing such rouge heart transplant ideology.                                      

Second life with ‘HEART harvesting’, a rouge new divide forced on Planet EARTH, 
by usa and uk. 2 Countries V/S 188 Countries. 



Countries wanting to live second life by committing murder. Rouge two countries 
wanting second life using heart harvesting and transplant technology. Usa uk. 

Countries wanting to live one life,  a full life, and die in the age of 90-99, a great life, in 
a functioning society, without committing a murder. Pro one life, and refuse to commit 
murder to receive a rouge unsustainable second life. 188 world countries. 

Technology

usa uk pharmaceutical companies cut up millions of human bodies in an unorganized way 
until 1860, and in an organized way after 1860. They have built technology to conduct the 
human heart transplant, going through all stages of trials, conducted it on animals, and 
successfully on human beings. They have full technology, procedure, plan to execute it with 
precise calculations, all medical devices manufactured, to execute the transplant within an 
hour. Refer POV 2-29. The technology was directly shared with the other three countries 
canada, australia, and new zealand. 

These 188 countries, rightfully, correctly, leading the life in path of righteousness, following 
law, respecting humanity, respecting human life, refused to build such technology which 
requires murdering other human beings, committing a crime. A sane and functioning world. 
The NEW WORLD ORDER according to law, will ban investments in such rouge technology, 
which will result in full death, and collapse of your country.  

Future

With my Macro Reforms, usa uk cannot source organs, hearts from any of the 188 world 
countries. Rather, they cannot interact or communicate with a foreign country, uninvited. So, 
they must kill their own country citizens. Their minorities to die first obviously. Expect all 
kinds of psycho clans and gangs to chop up all minorities in usa uk. The future is clearly death, 
collapse of their countries, followed by never ending civil war, with citizens always in fights, 
war, and never ending gang wars. Constant fights, bloodshed, death and murder across gangs 
or groups of adults of different age groups, will end their countries. 

These countries, after my Macro Reforms go live would be decentralized, and follow the 
International law, and World Medical Law, enforced by NEW WORLD ORDER, JUDICIAL council, 
and MEDICAL council. These countries shall prosper, have great functioning societies, and will 
celebrate family life, and lead a full life, in which every citizen of their country will get to live 
full life until 90-99 years of age. They shall have culture similar to the family life that most 
countries live by, in which there is education provided for the children, to get into the line of 
work they choose to, get married, have a family, take leadership roles across the spectrum of 
opportunities within their country, and allow generations to carry forward with taking 
responsibility, accountability for their country, and their citizens, to allow sustainable society to 
carry forward into future, continuing their representation at the NEW WORLD ORDER councils. 

Comment. canada, australia, and new zealand to provide clarity to 188 world countries on 
their ideology on this new divisive subject introduced to the world by usa uk. A questionnaire 
would be built, and they will be questioned by 188 world country leaders, delegates, media 
houses, the entire questioning session recorded, to get the answers of these countries, to 
know which side they want to die or live on planet Earth. 

2 Countries V/S 188 Countries


